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LEXISNEXIS SUMMARY:
... Fiat justitia et pereat mundus? Diversity as a legal doctrine in immigration law has become a contradiction, not
because of what occurs under the law, but because of what occurs outside the law. ... Diversity has taken on a set of
concentric meanings in contemporary immigration law and policy. ... The "diversity visa" originated in a pilot program
authorized under the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986. ... The diversity visa program was greatly expanded
under the Immigration Act of 1990. ... In immigration policy, diversity is said to provide the same benefits on a
transnational scale. ... The diversity visa program has had no significant effect on the increasing concentration of
sources of U.S. immigration by national origin. ... In effect, the concentration of immigrant flows makes the "visa-rich"
richer and the "visa-poor" poorer. ... Helton and immigrant advocates would like to break down any nexus between
alien terrorist suspects and the far larger population of millions of illegal immigrants, subjecting the relatively
minuscule former group to police scrutiny, while providing the later population some form of national preference
treatment, such as eligibility for social benefits and political rights. ... Existing legal theories of diversity do not provide
a consistent ethical or predictive basis for the regulation of human migration because they cannot account for
environmental limitations that can shift the balance between liberty and security or - under conditions of aggressive
mass immigration - under both. ...
TEXT:
[*387]
Fiat justitia et pereat mundus? n1 Diversity as a legal doctrine in immigration law has become a contradiction, not
because of what occurs under the law, but because of what occurs outside the law. In legal scholarship, diversity is a
project of liberal constitutionalism, with its concepts of radical egalitarianism, anti-subjugation protections, and
historicism. n2 Adherence to variants of liberal constitutionalism among immigration lawyers is widespread. These
shared ideologies and professional interests have encouraged a rhetorical segregation of opponents of mass immigration
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at the "nativist" right extreme of the political spectrum. n3
In actuality, the core leadership of the immigration reform movement comes from the environmental movement and
has tended to use ecological rather than legal concepts in public discourse. n4 In an attempt to renew dialogue between
rights-oriented lawyers and limits-oriented environmentalists, I offer a working paper that [*388] highlights ecolate n5
concepts behind immigration reform advocacy. The paradigm of diversity provides a useful organizing point. Diversity
has taken on a set of concentric meanings in contemporary immigration law and policy. I would suggest that most
advocates mix and mingle these meanings in legal writing.
I. Diversity Visas
At its most discrete, diversity describes a statutory program for awarding immigrant visas to winners of a lottery from
countries that have sent relatively few immigrants to the U.S. in recent years. n6 Congressional sponsors of this
legislation described the policy underlying the statute as an equitable provision of current visa preferences to natives of
countries that have been disadvantaged by past numerical limits and priority laws. n7
The "diversity visa" originated in a pilot program authorized under the Immigration Reform and Control Act of
1986. n8 The NP-5 program provided for 5,000 visas per year to be made available during 1987 and 1988 to natives of
foreign states that had been "adversely affected" n9 by the enactment of the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965.
n10 Certain European countries experienced significant drops in the numbers of nationals eligible for immigrant visas
after the 1965 repeal of the nation origins quota system. Thirty-seven countries subsequently were determined to be
"adversely affected." n11 Applicants for NP-5 non-preference visas could apply by mail to the U.S. State Department,
with priority based on the date the application was received. n12
An unexpectedly high demand for NP-5 visas prompted Congress to extend the program for two more years in
1988 and to increase [*389] the availability of visa numbers to 15,000 per fiscal year. n13 However, Rep. Howard
Berman (D-CA) criticized the European orientation of the NP-5 program as a "slap in the face" to the 1965 reforms. n14
Berman was able to include a new OP-1 program to add 10,000 more visa numbers in fiscal years 1990 and 1991 for
natives of "underrepresented countries." n15 "Underrepresented countries" were defined as those that had used less than
twenty-five percent of the immigrant visa numbers normally available during fiscal year 1988. n16 Unlike NP-5,
successful applicants under the OP-1 program would be selected randomly by computer in a visa lottery. n17 One
hundred and sixty-two countries were found to qualify, and an unprecedented estimated three million applications were
received.
The diversity visa program was greatly expanded under the Immigration Act of 1990. n18 Further technical
corrections were enacted in 1991. n19 As part of the largest statutory increase in legal immigration levels, Congress
stated that one of its goals was to "promote diversity," although the term was never defined. n20 First, a transitional
provision, called the AA-1 program, provided 40,000 visas for use between fiscal year 1992 and 1994 for thirty-four
"adversely affected" countries. n21 The program was structured by Sen. Edward M. Kennedy and Rep. Edward J.
Markey of Massachusetts to favor natives of Ireland, and in particular, Irish citizens illegally employed in the United
States. n22 The AA-1 program also included a family preference provision that granted [*390] derivative status to
spouses and children of approved beneficiaries. n23 A second transitional provision added loopholes designed to extend
NP-5 eligibility for an additional year to various special interest groups and also lacked any diversity-based policy
rationale. n24
The permanent diversity visa provisions enacted in 1990 created the diversity lottery in its present form. n25
Allocation of visas by national origin is based on an extraordinarily complicated formula. n26 The Attorney General
must first identify, for each "foreign state," n27 the total number of aliens granted permanent legal residence during the
most recent five-fiscal-year period. n28 States for which the total number of aliens granted permanent residency status
exceeded 50,000 during the relevant period are designated as high-admission states. n29 Natives of high-admission
states are ineligible for diversity visas. n30 Six world regions, which roughly correlate to the primary racial
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classifications used by the federal government, are identified either as "high-admission" or "low-admission." n31
Quotas for visa numbers for low-admission states are then created using a weighted formula to favor states in
low-admissions regions. n32 Unused visa numbers can be redistributed by region [*391] using the same quota ratios.
n33 An absolute ceiling of seven percent of total diversity visas is imposed on each eligible state. n34
Diversity visa applicants are chosen randomly each fiscal year in a lottery and selection process. Winning
applicants and their derivative spouses must meet education and work experience qualifications higher than those for a
"skilled worker" under a third-preference employment-based visa. n35 Separate extensions of eligibility for various
special interest groups were enacted in 1994 and 1996. n36 In 1996, the Nicaraguan Adjustment and Central American
Relief Act (NACARA) reallocated 5,000 diversity visa numbers to certain illegal aliens from Central America who
became eligible to adjust their status to permanent legal resident. n37
The legislative history of the diversity visa programs is one of targeted relief for domestic special interests. n38 It
does not identify a legal principle of diversity with general applicability to immigration law. n39 Designation of
diversity beneficiaries by nationality and national origin has been arbitrary, and in policy terms, represents little more
than a back-handed acknowledgement of the continuing vitality of the plenary power doctrine in immigration
jurisprudence.
In immigration policy debate, diversity has also taken on a more normative meaning that evokes domestic civil
rights law, as classically but vaguely defined in the Bakke decision. n40 Civil rights rhetoric has been a determinative
factor in shaping policy alternatives available to the United States government for the regulation of immigration. n41 In
the United States, this formulation [*392] of diversity has been shaped by the Supreme Court's unwillingness to
enforce ethnic quotas or other more stark forms of proportionalism among ascriptive groups. For example, in American
legal education, diversity is said to enhance interaction among individuals of different races by expanding the subject
matter of discourse and improving communications and insight among people from different backgrounds. n42
II. Transnational Diversity Theory
In immigration policy, diversity is said to provide the same benefits on a transnational scale. In particular, diversity is
expressed as an ideology for combating xenophobia. This paradigm has been developed most elaborately in
transnational institutions. n43 Traditional U.S. civil rights analysis had two prongs - a constitutional prong, based on
equal-protection analysis, and a sociological prong - the harm and benefit thesis, based on social science studies, which
found that racial and ethnic isolation damaged the individual performance of members of isolated groups. n44 In
immigration law, the constitutional prong has been exercised through sanctions on national-origin discrimination. n45
[*393] The influence of the sociological argument has waned along with the failure of federal integration programs in
public education and housing, but it has remained influential in foreign jurisprudence, notably in European
antidiscrimination law.
Advocates at the transnational level believe that the definition of xenophobia and the differences between it and
racism are "still evolving concepts." n46 There is an implication that xenophobia, as ""an attitudinal orientation of
hostility against non-natives in a given population'" encompasses a wider range of politically unacceptable thought than
does racism, with its emphasis on measurable differences in behaviors. n47 Although xenophobia is a thought crime, its
manifestations are said to derive from "severe economic inequalities and the marginalization of persons from access to
basic economic and social conditions." n48 However, a direct causal connection between the demographic
representation of migrants in a given population and the level of xenophobia is generally denied. n49
Human rights law, with its postulates of a universal right of migration, is the legal mechanism used to measure
unlawful xenophobia. n50 Human rights discourse is given a central role in this analysis of xenophobia, whose target is
defined broadly as "outsiders." Human rights-based diversity analysis also minimizes legal distinctions between migrant
workers and refugees. n51 Diversity, defined as respect for the values and identities of others, is seen as the social and
political tool for reducing and ameliorating xenophobic attitudes. n52 The essential legal tools in this process are
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national and transnational anti-discrimination legislation to prohibit both direct and indirect xenophobia and to mandate
"respect for diversity." n53
Diversity is also used in its most radical sense to describe an ideological alternative to an unrealistic goal of a
single, united [*394] community of Americans. For example, legal scholar Stephen Legomsky argues that the United
States, with a 1996 population of 260 million and growing, was already too large to maintain a traditional national
cultural identity and social structure. n54 Legomsky wrote that, except during fleeting moments of national crisis,
Americans "cannot reasonably expect to feel any sort of enduring kinship with 260,000,000 people spread out over
millions of square miles and separated by ethnicity, religion, economic class, education level, age, ideology, and other
divides." n55 He does not dispute that today the U.S. is experiencing historic sustained high levels of immigration,
unlike the past fluxuations, but sees mass immigration both as a net benefit and as a "crucial component of tolerating
and celebrating diversity." n56
A variation of this post-national meaning in European discourse expresses the idea dialectically. Personal social
identities are held to be mutable and allow for identification with more than one community. Official neglect or hostility
to differences can undermine the social and political fabric at a national level. Diversity in this view becomes a
prerequisite for societal and individual development. Social cohesion is to be maintained by equalizing the quality of
life between evolving communities and by eliminating the marginalization of existing social groups. n57 Multicultural
legal theorist Dr. Warwick Tie sought to illustrate the tensions inherent in this dialectic with an anecdote of a Maori
man who was indicted for assault on actors who were reenacting the nineteenth century landing of British colonists in
New Zealand (a.k.a. Aotearoa). n58 The defendant rejected the court's authority as a Eurocentric legal institution, yet he
could not request that the case be transferred to his culturally preferred institution - the marae - unless he first
acknowledged the court's authority. He refused to do so. As a result, the trial proceeded, and the judge found that his
resistance was a plea of not guilty.
III. Diversity and Mass Immigration
The immigration reform movement looks with skepticism on [*395] diversity as a legal basis for a national
immigration policy. That skepticism has been expressed on both conservative and progressive political grounds. n59
However, the central concern of organized immigration control advocacy since the 1970s has been sustained massive
levels of worldwide migration.
Under conditions of mass immigration, the benefits diversity is said to provide mutate into problems. To
understand this dilemma, it is helpful to make a conceptual contrast between quantity and quality of diversity in
immigration. An immigration flow that emphasized quantitative diversity would allocate visa preferences exclusively to
natives of countries whose members would constitute a visible minority in the receiving state. It would essentially be a
policy of population replacement. A theoretical policy that promoted qualitative diversity would evenly distribute
immigrants across all appropriate sending countries. n60
The diversity visa program has had no significant effect on the increasing concentration of sources of U.S.
immigration by national origin. The existence of the diversity lottery is an acknowledgement by lawmakers that an
imbalance exists - but no more than that. In 2001, nearly twenty percent of legal immigrants admitted to the United
States came from a single sending country. n61 That year, more than forty percent of legal immigrants came from just
five n62 of more than 250 sovereign states and dependent territories worldwide. n63 In effect, the concentration of
immigrant flows makes the "visa-rich" richer and the "visa-poor" poorer.
The mechanism driving this imbalance is chain migration, which [*396] was built into U.S. immigration law in
1965. n64 Chain migration occurs because immigration in the United States is dominated by the policy of family
reunification, which enables members of an extended family to follow a single migrant into the United States and gain
permanent resident status, regardless of whether they possess skills, a diverse background, or any other qualities that
would make them a net benefit to current citizens. n65 In that sense, U.S. immigration policy is essentially nepotistic.
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Nepotism and diversity are contradictory. n66
As a legal preference for undistinguished immigrants, nepotism represents an opportunity cost to any immigration
reform project that purports to favor qualitative diversity - it crowds out talented immigrants. n67 In critic Steve Sailer's
sardonic example, the brother-in-law of an Indian computer chip designer is admitted on a derivative visa and drives a
taxi until he saves enough money to put a down payment on a motel. There, he fires the black maids and hires his newly
arrived sisters to clean the rooms. n68 In a liberal-democratic system facing conditions of mass immigration, a doctrine
of family reunification, by favoring the blood claims of the most recent arrivals over those of more indigenous stock,
functions as an extraordinary mutation of jus sanguinis. The practice of transnational nepotism facilitates a preference
for immigrants who out compete poor American citizens for taxi and motel jobs, rather than those admitted on the basis
of any unique and economically valuable talent. n69 Even where immigrants are initially selected solely on the basis of
high achievement, those socially valuable qualities do not persist. "While talent does run in families, it also [*397]
fairly rapidly regresses to the mean ... ." n70
An immigration policy that favors qualitative diversity requires the enforcement of a system of national-origin
quotas. In fact, the Immigration and Nationality Act provides for such a quota system. n71 Per country ceilings are set
at seven percent of total family, employment, and diversity visas granted each year. n72 In practice, however, the body
of U.S. immigration law is a labyrinth of loopholes and waivers of those per-country ceilings. n73 This arbitrary
framework for adjustment of status, when combined with the exceptionally liberal naturalization regime of the United
States, makes the theoretical qualitative diversity of United States immigration law illusory in practice.
The relationship between mass immigration and diversity is also contradictory over time. Absorption is a useful
term to describe what might be called "immigrant" policy and law, as opposed to "immigration policy," because it
connotes neutrality on whether the impact of immigrants on the receiving society should be viewed as a process of
newcomer assimilation or of indigenous adaptation. Total numbers of arriving aliens and diversity of immigration flow
are inverse factors for the absorptive capacity of the receiving country. It is in principle more efficient to absorb a
million immigrants from a single country than a million immigrants from a hundred countries. The first option,
however, does not contribute to diversity in terms of the benefits ascribed to such a policy. n74 In contrast, absorbing a
hundred-thousand immigrants from a hundred countries would be relatively easier. Disregarding absorptive capacity in
order to promote both mass immigration and increased [*398] diversity is not a sustainable option because it increases
conflict. n75
A final conceptual problem inherent in a diversity-driven immigration system is its sustainability. What would a
non-discriminatory diversity quotient in immigration law look like? The legal regime that would frame such a construct
would require a judicial bureaucracy to define, to monitor, and to redistribute political and social resources among
competing ascriptive groups. Such a system would face great difficulties under existing constitutional
anti-discrimination and separation-of-powers doctrines. The constitutional dilemma would remain whether the goal of
such a diversity-driven immigration statute was a national population whose demographic composition reflected their
worldwide distribution, or instead, one in which no ascriptive group constituted a demographic majority.
III. Limits to Globalization
The emerging solution to this dilemma among legal scholars is the advocacy of globalization, which - in the
immigration context - means the deregulation of migration across national borders, perhaps under a transnational legal
regime. n76 Pope John Paul II summarized the benefits of the deregulation of migration in 1991: ""When a nation has
the courage to open itself to immigration it is rewarded with increased prosperity, a solid social renewal, and a vigorous
impetus toward new economic and human goals.'" n77 A secular variant of this argument equates diversity with
multiculturalism. The United Nations Economic and Social Council (UNESCO) and the United Nations High
Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) are examples of international organizations that endorse what they term an
"ideological-normative" approach to cultural diversity. n78 Essentially stated, transnational advocates for this [*399]
approach to cultural diversity argue that increased ethnic diversity within nation-states "benefits both individuals and
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the larger society by reducing pressures for social conflict based on disadvantage and inequality," and is an "an
enrichment for the society as a whole." n79
These claims of conflict resolution and net societal enrichment symbolize an enormously complex and currently
unsolved dilemma in American law. However, the legal theorists who make these claims, like the Pontiff, generally do
not quantify them. Ecologist Garrett Hardin has noted that it is impossible to approach an unsolved problem except
through the door of metaphor. n80 Well over two-thirds of the world is desperately poor, and one-third is comparatively
rich. Metaphorically, each rich nation amounts to a lifeboat full of rich people. The wretched of the earth are in other,
more crowded lifeboats. Poor people continuously fall out of their lifeboats and swim around in the water, hoping to be
taken on board. As a question of justice, what should the occupants of the rich lifeboats do?
Lifeboats have a limited capacity, analogous to the ecological concept that the territory of every nation has a finite
carrying capacity. n81 When we, as Americans, in our relatively un-crowded rich lifeboat with only twenty-five
occupants and a capacity of fifty, see 100 others swimming in the water, what are our choices?
If we act on a theory of egalitarian justice and acknowledge that all persons have the same needs, we would take all
needy persons who reach our boat. The boat, with a capacity of fifty and occupancy of 150, would then capsize.
Alternatively, we could admit twenty-five, up to the capacity of the lifeboat. But this raises two problems: First, the
safety factor is eliminated, so unless our maximum lifeboat population of fifty is restrained from helping anyone else,
[*400] the result would also be catastrophic. n82 Second, what theory of justice do we select to discriminate among
those whom we do let on board?
Rights-based theories of jurisprudence have great difficulties accommodating models of societal collapse due to
environmental factors, which imply a corollary quantitative threshold of acceptable migration. Lawyers and political
scientists tend to ignore or deny the probability of such an event, despite many contemporary examples. n83
However, the reality of environmental collapse is implicitly recognized in United States immigration law under the
doctrine of "temporary protected status." n84 The Attorney General, exercising Presidential plenary power, may grant
"TPS" to nationals of designated foreign states where, inter alia, an "environmental disaster" has resulted in a substantial
but temporary disruption of living conditions that the foreign state is unable to handle adequately. n85 The legal status
of these environmental refugees is intended to be transient and non-assimilatory, not unlike that imposed on guest
workers in other nations. Beneficiaries are granted work authorization but are denied many social and most political
rights. n86 In practice, however, this power has been exercised arbitrarily, and few if any alien beneficiaries have
returned home.
The numerate analysis by immigration reformers can be applied to culture as well as to demography. In contrast to
the dominant view of cultural diversity in legal discourse as the perception that differences among ethnically or racially
diverse population segments have social and legal significance, some immigration [*401] reform groups look at
culture as quality of life - the idea that "man does not live by bread alone." n87 While there is and can be no universal
metric for cultural comparison, Hardin points out that per capita consumption of energy may be used as a crude
approximation of the ensemble of luxury, leisure, aesthetic, and interpersonal goods, which, when added to food,
shelter, and clothing, comprise our standard of living. n88 The trend of high and increasing energy consumption
patterns in the United States and other Western societies provides a crude but valid explanation of why, in a popular
sense, so many view Western culture as superior or dominant. The overwhelming attractiveness of the American
lifestyle to immigrants also supports this quality-of-life view of culture.
In this framework, cultural diversity is best viewed as a measurement of the accessibility of cultural goods and, as a
corollary, a function of the standard of living. No literate person would suggest that an animal existence is acceptable to
homo sapiens. The goal of population control is not to reduce population per se, but to reduce misery among the living.
All people want to maximize the cultural amenities our society can furnish, in the sense of all the artifacts of human
existence: institutions, structures, customs, knowledge, and inventions. n89 For the ecologist, measurement of cultural
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carrying capacity cannot be made on a global level, except in a relative sense illustrative of limits. For example,
carrying capacity at an urban American quality of life is a fraction of that of a rural Latin American or African. This
inverse relationship between the availability of cultural diversity within a society and between societies creates a
problem for proponents of a human rights-based theory of globalization (and in particular, the role of migration within
that theory) because it implies quantitative limits to the exercise of theoretically unlimited human rights, such as the
right to migrate, the right to reproduce, the rights to nondiscriminatory access to social benefits, and the rights to
participation in the political process. n90
An anti-globalist counterargument to the ecolate perspective is an environmental justice critique. From this
perspective, the interjection of population statistics into a rights-based analysis of [*402] immigration is merely a
subterfuge to make the politically disenfranchised a scapegoat. n91 "Blaming population growth is a convenient way to
ignore the varying impacts of different groups of people and institutions." n92 It is asserted that corporate and military
interests control both production and individual consumption decisions, and have more effect on the environment than
population. n93 As a result, powerless immigrant communities are said to suffer disproportionately from environmental
degradation. n94 Anti-globalists argue that population-based immigration controls are "mean-spirited[]" because they
use immigrants as a surrogate for the continued exploitation of domestic poor, elderly, and people of color. n95
Despite their differences, both globalizers and anti-globalists share a belief that diverse immigrant cultures and
practices in American society are positive factors, in both legal and social terms. Anti-globalists distinguish current
migrant flows as coming from places where "sustainable lifestyles and a closer connection to the land" are more
prevalent than they are in the United States. n96 This shared misunderstanding of diversity in immigration, based on a
flawed conception of sustainable development, is essentially a variant of the globalizing argument.
An ecolate model - Dr. Hardin's metaphor of the "tragedy of the commons" - demonstrates why deregulated
migration or open borders would have catastrophic effects, in both the demographic and cultural context, under both
globalizing and sustainable development paradigms. n97 Under a system of private property, owners recognize their
responsibility and act accordingly. An intelligent farmer would allow no more cattle to graze in his pasture than its
carrying capacity allows.
Now picture a deregulated pasture open as a commons to all. n98 To [*403] maximize his gain, each herdsman
calculates the utility of adding one additional animal to his herd. Proceeds from the sale of the incremental animal are
profit, while the damage to the pasture from overgrazing by an extra animal is a loss. In a commons, the herdsman
would retain all the profit from incremental exploitation, but share the environmental losses with all other herdsmen.
Every rational herdsman would continue to add to his herd. Under the constraints of a finite commons, a rational
exercise of this freedom to exploit leads inevitably (and tragically) to conflict and mutual ruin.
Desertification, deforestation, tuberculosis, and the collapse of world fisheries are literal examples of scarcity
caused by misuse of the commons. But global inequality is not. Scarcity of human wealth and human rights may be
ubiquitous, but labeling the problem as a global one makes sense only if the plausible solution is also global. Hardin's
foundational thesis that rejects the possibility of a limitless global solution can be reiterated as stating that under
conditions of overpopulation, the free exercise of human rights in an unmanaged commons brings ruin to all. n99
A third response to the lifeboat problem is to admit on board only a small number of swimmers, ensuring the
survival of the people already in the boat. Many (if not most) legal thinkers would find the third option abhorrent
because it is unjust. If that is so, the ethical response would be an appeal to conscience, a charity-based approach - let
the rich advocate get out of the boat and sacrifice his place to a poor swimmer. n100
From an ecolate perspective, sustainable development requires an altruistic legal system. Altruism requires
discrimination by benefactors among potential beneficiaries. Without discrimination, the benefits of an altruistic
"sustainable" system would be communized - so diluted that they would be less than the benefits available from selfish
exclusionary practices. In the lifeboat example, this insight explains why sacrificing one's seat to a migrant in distress as
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a humanitarian act provides no systemic benefit. Applied to immigration policy, it suggests that the [*404]
"promiscuous sharing" premise underlying the social cohesion theory of diversity is also defective. n101 These defects,
which are in actuality quantitative limits, restrict the availability of global legal solutions.
A rich democratic nation, like the rich advocate, then faces a dilemma of hubris. Our commonplace Western
solutions have been first, a belief that technical progress has always increased carrying capacity faster than population
growth, and second, a belief that diversity, as a global extension of distributional justice, can make human impacts
benign. The ecolate response is that such solutions are incredible because they do not accurately balance economies of
scale, (e.g., from traditional manufacturing economics) with dysfunctions of scale (e.g., from the increasing inefficiency
of democratic government as population increases). n102 Wealth subject to regulation under any juridical system can
exist in just three modalities - resources, energy, and information. Technology cannot increase all factors of carrying
capacity equally. In conditions of overpopulation, the tragedy of the commons is still inevitable even with an unlimited
energy supply. The paradigm of replacement immigration, wherein the resource gap between poor and rich is eliminated
through declines in reproduction in rich societies coupled with labor migration from poor ones, is nothing but a
euphemism for an expansion of the commons, and also leads to universal poverty. n103 To the immigration reform
movement, the harsh consequences of a disregard for limits are only heightened by reproductive differences among
populations. This is particularly noticeable as between immigrants and the native-born in the United States. n104
Global information-sharing, in theory, does not share the zero-sum constraints of traditional resource transfers.
However, the failures of international development work over the last sixty years suggest that sharing wrong
information, in the form of mistaken [*405] theory and incomplete data, has arguably caused more harm than good
when applied in a transnational context. n105 More mundanely, temporary nonimmigrant guest-worker programs
implicitly recognize the limits of knowledge-based globalism. A policy argument in favor of the nonimmigrant specialty
occupation worker ("H-1B") program n106 has been that importing of foreign computer programmers prevents the
off-shore transfer of United States technology to India or other low-cost jurisdictions. In fact, only small and
nonstrategic portions of software development work have moved overseas, as the industry discovered that the
interaction of skilled workers in a live community creates more economic value than the savings realized from a global
network of job sites. n107
Most variations of diversity theory anticipate the eventual decoupling of the concept of citizenship from the
nation-state, where the claims to material and cultural goods embodied in concepts of citizenship in a nation-state are
largely replaced by normative-ideological concepts of community. In an immigration reform paradigm, the national unit
retains primacy precisely due to its perceived ecolate diversity. Only the scale of a nation-state, as contrasted with those
of communities, provides the highest potential quality of life, while the multiplicity of political units provides a
prudential safety factor against social collapse. n108 This, in a metaphorical nutshell, is why borders, and the sovereign
states they define, have utility and will not disappear, regardless of the expanding exchanges of information that
undergird globalization and harmonization. n109
V. Implications For a Post 9/11 World
Almost instinctively, the ferocity of the Al Qaeda attacks on the United States has provoked questioning of the claimed
benefits of diversity in immigration policy. Nonetheless, in the post-9/11 environment, transnational immigration
theorists have found a new [*406] defense of globalization, and by extension diversity - the ultimate solution to
terrorism. n110
In his recent law review article Globalization, Terror, and the Movements of People, n111 Arthur Helton, the
immigration and refugee law scholar at the Council on Foreign Relations, provides a representative statement of this
view. An illustrative set of core propositions can be abstracted from Helton's article - first, massive levels of migration
will continue worldwide, upon which national legal regimes will have only a limited effect. n112 Existing levels of
diversity and cultural and economic wealth give the United States a clear competitive advantage as globalization
continues. n113 Globalization does entail risks - mass communications and travel provoke resentment among the poor
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and facilitate international crime in which breakdowns in the rule of law occur. n114 Global diasporas of social groups
("population diversity") increase the likelihood of conflict once any group is perceived as a threat. n115 The root cause
of terrorism, however, is global inequality. n116
The migration of terrorists can and will be controlled by international legal institutions. n117 Transnational norms
set limits on the ability of national governments to rely on the securitization n118 and militarization of immigration law
as anti-terrorism tools. n119 The international harmonization of immigration and nationality law between states is a
necessary step. In the absence, however, of a compelling political imperative such as the European Union, American
public opinion, which is highly susceptible to domestic political manipulation, will remain an obstacle to the
harmonization of United States immigration and refugee law with international [*407] norms. n120 In balance, Helton
concludes that "astutely targeted law enforcement," coordinated through multilateral institutions, is the only "decisive"
antiterrorist policy for the United States and its allies. n121
Responding to Helton's argument for globalization, it is reasonable to first question the premise that the causes of
mass immigration (and terrorism) arise from conditions of global inequality over which nation-states have only limited
control. Outside of OECD states, national security concerns have dominated immigration policy development. Interstate
conflict and civil conflict are responsible for more migratory flows than economic push-pull factors. Modern Middle
East history provides vivid examples of how conflicting immigration and emigration policies of state actors, not
economic disparities, are the primary causes of both terrorism and migration. In the Israeli-Palestinian, Saharan, Iranian,
and Afghan conflicts, as well as the 1990 Gulf War, immigration policy has been treated by all parties as a national
security issue, rather than as a global economic phenomenon. n122 For cases in which modern states have collapsed
under stress, there is no indication that diversity has played anything other than a retrogressive role. n123
There is also little evidence to date that transnational institutions have successfully managed or controlled migrant
flows so as to reduce ethnic conflict and terrorism. n124 Beyond emergency and humanitarian relief efforts,
international institutions and transnational organizations have not succeeded in extending political or social benefits to
refugees in their countries of refuge, nor in their countries of origin. The contemporary backlash against perceived
threats from asylum seekers and the concomitant rollback of liberal asylum policies in OECD states, notably the
European Union and Australia, underline the scope of this failure. The argument that international norms will limit the
securitization of [*408] immigration policy also draws little support from the historical record.
From an immigration control perspective, the problems of a diversity-based analysis of immigration policy are
particularly evident in a national security context. In 1980, Garrett Hardin disagreed with advocates for egalitarian
globalization that the threats of war, terrorism, and aggressive non-violent illegal immigration, conducted by poor
populations against rich Western societies, could be resolved through international programs of distributional justice.
He pointed out that technology had already shifted the balance of military power further away from poor societies,
making war on the rich unlikely. For Hardin, police action was the only rational response to terrorism, despite its
imperfections. Meeting the distributive demands of terrorists, which typically include some form of compensation for
the past, would only create new inequity. Hardin saw illegal migration as the greatest security threat because it would,
under ecolate population theory, expand poverty. n125
Important changes in state responses to international terrorism suggest that Hardin's 1980 thesis that terrorism can
be managed by local police action - a position echoed with different motives by Helton in 2002 - has become dated.
First, as national populations have become more diverse, the need for government to monitor individuals has increased.
The informal arrangements for social control found in homogeneous societies have weakened. A tenet of
multiculturalism is that one man's terrorist can be another's freedom fighter or victim of persecution. n126 Our world is
full of examples of individuals and population sectors that would fit both profiles. September 11 has simply injected this
dilemma into popular discourse. Mass immigration greatly expanded the range of individuals for whom a state can
demonstrate a rational basis to "astutely target[]," to use Helton's phrase. n127 Second, increasing population growth
and urbanization have increased the risk that individuals can function as implements of mass destruction, without the
need for advanced military technology. The ecolate analysis of the immigration reform movement - in particular the
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concept of cultural carrying capacity - explains these phenomena far better than does diversity based analysis, with its
focus on marshalling the [*409] legal resources of the state to combat irrational mass outbreaks of latent xenophobia.
The inability to locate individuals among migrant populations has become the primary security liability for
governments in the post 9/11 environment. To the extent that aliens cannot be accurately identified and located, the
harmonization of conflicting national laws governing migrant classification and protection has lost legal and political
urgency. This identity crisis has renewed interest in government control of illegal immigration. Helton and immigrant
advocates would like to break down any nexus between alien terrorist suspects and the far larger population of millions
of illegal immigrants, subjecting the relatively minuscule former group to police scrutiny, while providing the later
population some form of national preference treatment, such as eligibility for social benefits and political rights.
Instead, in the United States, exactly the opposite is occurring. The federal government appears to have tacitly
recognized several longstanding policy insights of immigration reform organizations. First, alien terrorists are now seen
as a particularly dangerous subset of illegal immigrants. Reducing or eliminating the ability of the larger illegal
population to avoid detection and control has become the key variable in restricting the alien terrorist's ability to
function. Second, without any overt change in domestic anti-discrimination policy, the liabilities of maintaining
multicultural identities have increased. As a consequence of changes in the foreign policy of the United States, often in
reaction to hostile acts overseas, immigration preferences and other legal benefits accepted by aliens based on their
group membership status under diversity-based law become grounds for increased personal scrutiny. The reactivation of
the moribund system of alien registration is at the center of these changes. n128 It is important to note that the
immigration reform movement does not disagree with advocates such as David Cole, who argues that a risk exists that
"measures initially targeted at noncitizens may well come back to haunt us all." n129 The ecolate analysis views the risk
of erosion of citizen liberties as serious as long as conditions of aggressive mass immigration persist.
While Helton notes that an increase in transnational crime is a risk for the globalizing agenda, it can be suggested
that he [*410] understates the security threat that immigrant crime presents. One of the most negative manifestations of
xenophobia is said to be the association of criminality with alien communities. n130 Advocates for immigrants dislike
even the term "illegal alien" for this reason. Helton's recommendation of "astutely targeted law enforcement activities"
describes a policy that would increase the legal separation between domestic and immigration law enforcement. n131 A
more radical version of this view advocates a criminalization of detention and removal procedures, n132 linked to a
de-criminalization of substantive U.S. immigration law through amnesty and liberalized migration. n133 This
rights-driven approach ignores the numerate insights of criminology, in particular the parallel between the treatment of
immigration violations and identity fraud as insignificant or victimless, and "broken windows" models of policing,
which hold that failure to control quality of life violations causes increased lawlessness, such as narcotics, sex
trafficking, corruption, and ultimately organized political violence. n134
The dilemma of unrestricted immigration is that it threatens environmental sustainability, national security, and,
ironically, diversity - in the sense of reduced social conflict. Existing legal theories of diversity do not provide a
consistent ethical or predictive basis for the regulation of human migration because they cannot account for
environmental limitations that can shift the balance between liberty and security or - under conditions of aggressive
mass immigration - under both. n135 Deregulation of borders will not [*411] reduce social conflict or manage
terrorism, because the predicate condition - global equality - cannot be achieved. On both theoretical and empirical
levels, only a system of nation-states protecting differentiated communities of cultured citizens offers a real prospect of
justice in human migration. The enduring insight of the immigration reform movement is its commitment to count the
reasons why.

Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Immigration LawAdmissionSelection SystemPreferences & PrioritiesImmigration
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